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                             ABSTRACT

       EIectro-magnetic corrections includiRg the finite electro-magnetic structtire effects

    to the proton-proton scattering iR the iow energy region are calculated by means of
    constructing the "one photon exchange potential". Except tlie vacuum polarization
    effect, the electro-magnetic corrections cause negligibly small effects on the "central"

    p-wave phase shift, 3zt,. But Åíhe contributions to the iSo phase shift and the p-p
    polqrization can ;3ot be nes,lectecl, compftred with the present experimental accuracies.

1. Intreductioii

   The differential cross section in p-p scattering below 10 MeV have been mea-
sm'ed with high accuracies, O.ln•JO.5 %,, at several laboratories!)ny5). Two phase
shifts, iSo phase shift and the centralp-wave pkase shift', 3A,, can be almost uniquely

determined from these data6).
    The great accuracy o'f the data allows one to extract many important inforrna-
tions on the nuclear force. It has been pointed out that the 3A, is the important

parameter to get the information on the "scalar" meson exchange or two-pion
exchange mechanism between two nucleons7).
    But a correct estimation of the electro-•magnetic (EM) corrections to the ordi-
nary Coulomb interaction is required in order te get informations on the nuclear
force precisely from the proton-proton scattering data. It is well known that
the vaccum polarization (VP) effect between two protons contribtites to the p-p

cross section seriously in this energy region8). . .
   The VP effect on p--p scattering is reviewed brlefly and some nÅé}merical estima-
tions of the effect are sho'wn in the next section.
   The other EM corrections to p-p scattering have been neglected in most analyses,
althouglt the correction to the scattering iength was discL}ssed in connection with
the charge independence of the n"clear force9) and the contribution from the ma-
gnetic L.S and tensor interaction was discussed at higher energies2i).
   These contributions to p-p scatterifig in this energy region are discussed in sec-

tion 3. H.ere the ME potential between two protons are dedL}ced on the analogy
of one boson exchange potential, according to the procedure of Kiang, Machida
and NogamiiO). The effect of the EM structure of a proton is included in this pot-
ential. Phase shifts due to this EIVf potential are calculated using the plane wave

bom approximation. '.



   The contribution to the 3A, was found to be negligiblly small at the present
experimental accuracy. But the contribution to iSe phase shift can not be negle-
cted. The effect of the electro-inagnetic L.S interaction to the polarization in
p-p scattering was found to be important in this energy region.

2. Vacuum polarization effeet

   Vacuum polarization (VP) effect on the p-p scattering has been studied by
several authors8),9),ii)-i3).

   The VP potential to first roder in a was first derived by Uehling'`) and is given

by,

          v,,(r)= tbl'il(r) -{;. Z2, I(r) === I:e-2Kr}(1 + 21g,)(82 -e ,l )ii2 ds (1)

with a the fine structure constant and rc-' the Compton wave length of the electron.
The phase shifts caused by the VP potential is given by the equation,

          tan ri--tSi'i opS,oo2 i(r)i(r)si(r)41' (2)

with op ==e21ttv, the Coulomb parameter. In eq. (2), St(r) is the regular solution of
the radial wave equation in the Coulomb plus VP potential and has the asymptotic
form,

         Si(l') nc,.-,oo li(i')+tcln TiGi(i') (3)
where Fi(r) and Gi(r) are the regular and irregular Coulomb functions respectively.
   In the first order purturbation theory, eq. (2) becomes

          .fi .. -lit/nl,eeF?(r,). I(r) d,. (4)

   The numerical calculation of eq.(4) was done by Helleri3). Analytic expressions
ofeq. (4), expanded in op, were derived for ToB by Durandi2) and for Tf by Eriksen,

Foldy and Rarita and tltey agree remarkably with the numerical calculation of
eq.(4) above 1 MeV. Sher, Signell and Heller9) showed that results of the numeri-
cal calculation of eq.(2) agreed with the Bom result T? to within 1 e/,. And the
error of the plane wave Born approximation is less than 4 e/, above 1 MeV. Usually
errors of the nuclear phase shifts determined from present experiments are larger
than 10 O/. of the VP phase shift, so the Born approximation are suMcient to calcu-
late tlie VP phase shifts.

   The VP phase shifts below IO MeV are shown in Fig 1. As seen in Fig l, many
partial waves must be taken into account to evaluate the VP effect on ,p-p scattering.

It is expected from the function I(r), which gives the potential a range of the order
of the Compton wave length of the electron, though it decreases exponentially to
zero for rcr--> oo .

   The VP amplitude is given by,

                ee ,         f,,(e)==Z (21+1)ei ,,riPi(cos e) (5)
               g=o
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             Fig. 1. The VP phase shifts in the Born approximationi3)

where ei,o the Coulomb phase factor Durand derived the first three terms in an
expansion off,p(O) in powers of v. The VP contribution to the p-p cross section
can be evaluated using the following equation.

         dovp == aT-oN-Fc
          aT =-i\ I f,Sp +fi+(e2i6st- 1)e2iTo i 2+i- I fg, +fg I 2

          ...,..-L]f{g+(e2i6Sr-1)l2+S}-lffl2 (6)
                44
, where the fi and ff the symmetric and antisymmetric Coulomb amplitude and
6" the iS, phase shift.

   The Ao,ploT was calculated at 8 MeV using the available value of iS, phase
shift. As shown in Fig. 2, the angular dependence of the da,p!a. is similar to the
dod,/oT, the contribution from the 3d,. So the VP correction is very important to
extract the 3A, from the p-p scatterlng data.

3. Electro-MagRetic potential and its contribution to p-p scattering

   There are several methods to obtain EM potential between two nucleonsi5Ni7).
Sher, Signell and Heller9) obtained the EM potential including the EM structure
effects of a nucleon, following to the method of Barker and Gloveri6). Recently,
Kiang, Machida and Nogamiie) derived the EM potential in the S-state as the one
photon exchange potential which is the limit of one vector meson exchange poten-
tial with the meson mass m-->O. Their results agreed with that of Sher, Signell and
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    Fig. 2. The VP contributioR to the cross section in p-p at 8 MeV. The solid line
          shows da,p!a. The dashed line shows dad,/o with 3zi,=O.042"

Heller for p-tp. According to this procedure, the full EM potential between two
protons is deduced. And its effects on the p-p scattering at low energies are eval-

uated here
   The EM potential (the one photon exchange potential) can be obtained from
the one vector rneson exchange potential with n2->O, g,-4ree and f,lm-->4rrpt'pte,
where g, and f,lm are the coupling constants of the vector meson and the nucleon,
and pt' is the anomalous magnetic moment in a unit of pto, nuclear magneton, The
one boson exchange potential with non-static corrections were studied in detail
by Hoshizaki, Lin and Machidai8).
   The EM potential in a nomentum space is given to the order of M-2 as follows.

                  --> -y --) -•h -) - -"          Y= Ve + Vi(is • e Å~p) + V2(6i • g) (a2 • e)ÅÄ

              .'b r> -'" "> -b " -) p" F" ')            V3(ai•p) (a2•p)-i- V4(ai•qÅ~p) (o2•qÅ~p)+

              Fh -7            U.r(ai'o2) ( 7 )
                   '          Y, =4rre2(1+p21M2)lq2+4zptg(-l-2#'+pt'2q214M2)

          V,==4nptg(6+8pt'-3pa'2g2!2M2)lq2

          V2==4rrptg{1+2pt'+,et'2(1-q214M2-p2f2M2)}lq2

          r,=4xptgptt2/2M2 • (8)
          V,==-6rrpt'2ptgfM2q2

          Xs==-4rrptg{1+2pt'+pt'2(1-q214M2-p212M2)} '
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          -M "" -p "" -r -" "          p :(pf+pi)!2, e==pf-pi, s=(ai+a2)12

     -" -hwhere pi and pf are the initial and final momentum of the proton and M is the proton
mass and the relation e!2Mmupto is used. The potential including the EM structure
of the proton can be derived by putting e-->eF,p(G2) and pt'-->pt'F,p(g2) in eq (8).

                      -)          V,=:4rce2Fip(1+p21M2)!G2+4zptg(-Fb-2pt'F,pF,p+pt'q2Fl21p14M2)

          V,=4rcptg(6Frp+8pttF,pF,p-3pti2g2F,2p!2M2)!q2

          V2 == 4zptg {FS +2pt'F,pF,,+,et'2F,2,(1 -q214M2 -p212M2)} fg2

          V3==4rcpto2pt'2F22p/2M2

          V, -- - 6va,et'2ptgF,2p!M2g2

          Vs = -4xptg {F,2,+2pa' F,,F,,+ ,tt'2Fl,lp(1 -q2f4M2 -p2f2Mz)} ( g )

, where F,p(q2) and F,p(q2) afe the Dirac and Pauli form factor of the proton and

related to the empirical proton form factor GEp,

          F, ,(q2)= :(1 +(1+pt')e214M2) (1 +q214M2)-iG., (1 0)

          F2,(G2) rm F,,(q2) (l +(1 +pt')g214M2)-i

            6.,=(1+l.24g21M2)-Z. (ll)
Eq.(11) is well estat blished by experiments of electron-proton scattering to several

GeV2.
   By the Fourier transformation of eq.(9), one can obtain the EM potential in
a coordinate space.
    For the present purpose, the term of the order ofp21M2 and q2!M2 can be ne-
glected and the form factor can be approximated to

          Fip =: F2p"= GEp

, and GEp is approximated to (1+5G2/M2)nti!2 for a simplieity of the calculations.
This approximation is not valid in the inner region of the potential, but it does not
change the mean square radius of the charge and magnetic distribution. In this Iow

energy region, it will be suMcient. '
   The potential in the coordinate space is given as follows,

          VE"(r)== e2(1-em"")fr-(1 -t-2,c`')!2ga2e+""rfr

                                             ÅÄ"                -(6+8,eL')pt,2 {r-i-(a+rmi)e-a'} r-2 • (L • s)

                m(1+xt')2ptg{r--3-(r-2+armi{-a213)eM"rlr}Si2

                                .) --)                m(1+!2')2ptga2r-ie-"r(ai.a2) (12)
               -b" -> -b "+         Si2== 3(ai•r) (a2.r)lr2-(ai. a2)

where a==vMwus specifies the range of the potential due to the effect of the EM struc-

ture of the proton. For the point protons, this potential can be simplified as
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                                            ""          P'r(r) = e21r-pt,(1 +2pt')S(r)-(6+8pt')ptgrm3(L • S)

               -(1+pt')2ptgr-3• S,, --A(1+,et')2ptg(b', • aL'",)6(r) . (1 3)

                                3

Eq.(13) agreed with the results of reference 15Nl7.
   The EM potential except the ordinary Coulomb potential is so small that the
plane wave Born approximation is expected to be suMcient to evaluate the phase
shifts due to this potential, as it works well for the VP interactjon.

          6F" == --- Mk-2S ,ooJ';(p) PiEM(p)p2dp (14)

with p=:kr.
For the iSo state, the EM potential except the ordinary Coulomb interaction is
given by,

          iVoEM(r)=-e2rmie-ar+(1 +2pt'+2pL'2)ptgrM!a2emar . (1 5)

The first term is due to the effect of the charge distribution of the proton and the
second is due to the magnetic interaction including the effect of the EM structure.
The iSo phase shift d"e to this potential can be eac sily calculated, using the second

kind Legendre function.

          16oEM,,.16ocharge+16mag

               Ma              =: 21, 9o(a212k2+1)-Ma2ptg(1+2pt1+2pt2)e,(a212k2+1)12k . (16)

This can be approximated at low energy,

          i6ocharge=aPM212a

          is,mag=:-ap(1+2pt'+2pt'2)18, (l7)
where fi the velocity of the incident proton. The numerical results are shown in
Fig. 3. The i6echarge and iSoMag are larger than errors of the iSo phase shifts in
the present experimental stat"s5)'9)'i9). The net EM phase shift, i6oEM, is comparable

to the errors.

    For the 3PJ state, thep-wave phase shift combinations dc, ALs and dT (Eq. 18)

                                    -h ->can be directly calculated from the central, L.S and tensor potentials, respectively.

          dc=l(36io+33tiii+53Si2)
              9
          ztLs=uml (-2361em336n+536i2)

               12

          `dT=:-'S'"(ww236io+33Bnff36i2). (18)
              72

The central potential in the triplet odd state is given by

          3vgeM .. --C2. e'- ar-(s+lopt'+2pt'2) ptga2e- "'13r . (l 9)

                   r
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    Fig. 3. The EM contribution to the iSe phase shift. I indicate the error of the iSe
          phase shift. O are from ref. (9) and @ from ref. (5).

This is essentially same at the potential for iSo state except the eigen value of the

                 -Y "spin-spin operator (ai.a2). The "central" P-wave phase shift is given by

          3deEM=3Accharge-t-3Acrnag

              == Yt {a+a2ptg(5+10x`'+2pt'2)f3} e,(a12k2+1) . (20)

At the low energy, it can be approximated to

                                                      '          3dge"==liltlrM`a-`aB3+li4M2a-2aP3(5+10pt'+2pt'2). (21)

The range of the potential due to the EM structure is characterized by the exponen-
tial factor a( == f-lls ), which is about half the proton mass, so, roughly speaking,

the potential range is twice the Compton wave length of the proton which is fairly
shorter than the impact parameter of the P-wave scattering in this energy region.
Due to the short range charactor of this potential, tlie values of 3lik" are srnaller

than the errors of 3li, obtained from available data, as seen in Fig. 4. This result
shows that the effect from the EM structure to P-wave and higher waves can be

                                                       " -)neglected. So the finite structure effect can be neglected for the L•S and tensor
potential.

                              ""          3vEn,i = -(6+8,et')ptg•r'-3(L•S)

          3Vij" =-(1+,et')2pagr-3•S,, (22)
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    Fig. 4. The EM contribution to the 3P,r-wave. I ii)dicate tlie error of the 3d,
          obtained in ref. (9) and (5) the dashed iifie sliow the A2glre which is calculated

          by the oRe-boson excliange model.

The phase shifts 3AEY and 3Ag"' are given as follows,

         '          3Afn,i=inL(3+4pt')ptgkM tap(3+4pt')ll6

                2

          3AgM.,.f(1+pt')2ptgkM :afi(1+pt')2132. ,, (23)

                                     '
The 3AE"Tt and 3Ag" are calso shown in Fig. 4. The 3tigM is several O/. of the 3dT by
one-pion exchange but the 3dEY is comparable to the 3dLs by one-obson exchange

below 3MeV.
        -" "   Tlte L•S and tensor potential (eq.(22)) has a rather Iong range tail, compared
with the potential due to the EM structure of the proton. So, in this case, higher
wave phase shifts must be taken into account to evaluate the contribL}tions from
these potential to the cross section and polarization in prp scattering.

                      -" -)The phase shifts due to the L•Spotential (eq.22) can be obtained for the state l IL>

                       -y --}          LS6EM, =K<VlL•SlLJ>/L(L+1)

                  -KIL (J=:L-1)
                == -KIL(L+1) (J==L) (24)
                 x Kl(L-) (J==L+l)
                      K==(3+4Lt')ptglcM .

                  -h -)If `SAEY is small, this L.S contribution to the scattering matrix can be written as
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follows.

6M,`,S .. um o" M,L,S=V:i- K
  lc

v'- lii- K

SpL(e) 2L+1
Lodd L(L+1)

6M,L,S=:6M

      k sin e
,L,S == 6Mi`i =un O

(25)

, where the notation ef Mi,. is given in the appendix of reference (20).
The contribution to the cross section and the polarization is as follows.

          lia`S(e)or -ll- { I SM,L,S [ Z+ I 6M,`,S I 2} =K211c2 sin2 e

           '          d(IoP)LS : 2K--I,,[ff(e)].
                   Ic sin 0

The da`S(e) is negligible small, for example N5ptblsr at e,,,==100,

tion to the polarization can not be neglected because of the interference

the Coulomb amplitude.
The polarization due to the EM interaction at 8MeV is shown in Fig.
It will be not impossible to measure the polarization with an accuracy
absolute in this energy region today.
    In the case of the tensor potential, it

term with the Coulomb amplitude also vanishes for the cross section, i
shifts is small enough to be able to replace (l-e2'S) to -2i6. The EM
tribution to the cross section was found to be the same
tion.

(26)

but the contribu-

      term with

5.

of O.1 %

can be easily verified that the interference

                        f the phase
                        tensor con-
            order as the L• S contribu-
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4. Finalremarks

    For the estimation of the 3d, in thep-p scattering below 10 MeV, only the VP
effect is important at the present experimental accuracies. The differential cross
sections in this energy region are less sensitive to the 3ziLs and 3iiT, so, in the phase

shift analysis5)'6), they are assumed by the one pion exchange model or one-boson

                                   -7 ->exchange model. The contribution of the L•S and tensor parts of the EM interac-

                                                                ""tion can be neglected for the cross section, but for the polarization the effect of L.S

part is important. Accurate measurinents of tlae polarization are expected in this

energy reglon.
   In addition to the VP effect, the effect of the EM structure of the proton on the
iSo phase shift is comparable to the experimental accuracies. But the EM structure
effect is importnat in the inner region of the nuclear force. So the effect of the
wave distortion by the nuclear force must be taken into consideration. The plane
wave Born approximation gives a very rough estimation of the EM structure eff-
ects on the 'So phase shift.

   The VP effect decreases at higher energies, but the EM contributions to the
phase shifts increase. So, when the accuracy of the data is improved, its effects
must be considered even in the higher energy region.
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